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Privacy is the ability to control what others can know 
about you, and what others can do with that 
information. Our information is valuable and 
our privacy should be taken seriously.

I would love to 
have some of 
your private 
information!
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Sensitive 
InformationPersonal 

Information
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Any ideas what 
this can be?
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A postal code, gender and date of 
birth can be enough information 

to find a person online.

This would 
be helpful 

to have
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Stealing identities is my 
favorite hobby!
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Always protect these things!
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Do you use any of 
these Social Media 

Websites?
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How can Social Media 
possibly harm me?

Nothing posted online 
is private!

Social media can 
broadcast 

information to 
identity thieves.

I love how 
popular 

social media 
has become!
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Hackers and 
scammers love 
scouring social 

media for targets 
and to find personal 
info which may help 

them steal identities.
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Every app you install has 
its own privacy settings. 

It’s good to check into this 
for every app you install.
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Always password 
protect your 

devices!
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Just delete it! These messages are worthless. 
Don’t reply. Don’t click on links.

How can you protect your computer, 
devices and yourself?
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Scammers and 
hackers  love 

collecting this sort of 
information from 

social media accounts.

× Don’t give strangers information about 
yourself
× Do not give out your name, address, phone number, school 

name.

× Don’t put personal information on your 
social media
× No one needs to know your phone number or address. Your 

real friends already would know it, so why give it to strangers?



× Do not give out your password to anyone
× Keep your password a secret! Your privacy is extremely 

important!

× Logout of your account on a 
website after using it
× Be sure to ALWAYS logout.
× Especially on a computer 

in a common area.
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See, the problem is a lot of 
people use the same 

password for a bunch of sites… 
once someone finds out yours, 

they can have a field day!
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Don’t be lazy! Take 
a few minutes to 

check those 
setting sometime 

soon!

× Check your privacy settings 
on social media
× The default privacy must be changed in order 

to make sure your posts and information aren’t 
public to everyone.

× Do not except random friend requests
× Don’t know them in real life? Deny the request! 

This is a safe option to take instead of adding fake 
profiles or dangerous people who could harm you.
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× Think before you post
× There is no reason to put all your personal information and day to day lives 

online!  Never gives away your address, phone number, social insurance number 
or even your birthday!

× Ask a parent or trusted adult
× It’s fun to post pictures of friends and trips, or talk to friends online. 

The best thing you can before posting anything is asking your 
parents or a trusted adult if it is okay.

Please, oh pretty please, do post all those 
things on social media for me to see! They 

come in quite handy….


